Development and Testing of Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder in Active Duty Service Members Who Served in Iraq and Afghanistan
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ABSTRACT This study was an open-label, single-group, treatment-development project aimed at developing and testing a method for applying virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET) to active duty service members diagnosed with combat post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Forty-two service members with PTSD were enrolled, and 20 participants completed treatment. The PTSD Checklist-Military version, Patient Health Questionnaire-9 for depression, and the Beck Anxiety Inventory were used as outcome measures. Of those who completed post-treatment assessment, 75% had experienced at least a 50% reduction in PTSD symptoms and no longer met DSM-IV criteria for PTSD at post treatment. Average PTSD scores decreased by 50.4%, depression scores by 46.6%, and anxiety scores by 36%. Intention-to-treat analyses showed that statistically significant improvements in PTSD, depression, and anxiety occurred over the course of treatment and were maintained at follow up. There were no adverse events associated with VRET treatment. This study provides preliminary support for the use of VRET in combat-related PTSD. Further study will be needed to determine the wider utility of the method and to determine if it offers advantages over other established PTSD treatment modalities.

INTRODUCTION Once chronic, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is unlikely to resolve without active and effective treatment.¹ Therefore, there has been a great deal of interest in developing and testing treatments for this disorder. Multiple reviewing agencies agree that exposure therapy has adequate evidence supporting its efficacy.²–⁵ Although it is widely agreed that exposure therapy works, the response rate is still less than ideal. A meta-analysis of PTSD treatments⁶ reported that an average of 52% (95% CI 42.37 to 62.82) of individuals who completed treatment in trials of prolonged exposure (PE) demonstrated clinically significant improvements.

Exposure therapy is based on the idea that facing fears allows a patient to overcome them. Various ideas have been put forth for why the treatment may sometimes fail. These may include inability to emotionally engage with the treatment and an unwillingness or inability to face traumatic events. Virtual reality (VR) may offer a means to address
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This study was an open-label, single-group, treatment-development project aimed at developing and testing a method for applying virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET) to active duty service members diagnosed with combat post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Forty-two service members with PTSD were enrolled, and 20 participants completed treatment. The PTSD Checklist-Military version, Patient Health Questionnaire-9 for depression, and the Beck Anxiety Inventory were used as outcome measures. Of those who completed post-treatment assessment, 75% had experienced at least a 50% reduction in PTSD symptoms and no longer met DSM-IV criteria for PTSD at post treatment. Average PSTD scores decreased by 50.4%, depression scores by 46.6%, and anxiety scores by 36%. Intention-to-treat analyses showed that statistically significant improvements in PTSD, depression, and anxiety occurred over the course of treatment and were maintained at follow up. There were no adverse events associated with VRET treatment. This study provides preliminary support for the use of VRET in combat-related PTSD. Further study will be needed to determine the wider utility of the method and to determine if it offers advantages over other established PTSD treatment modalities.
some of these difficulties by allowing patients to face their fears in a more controlled environment.

In VR exposure therapy (VRET), the therapist presents computer-generated trauma cues to the patient through a computer simulator. The computer simulation is manipulated to approximate the patient’s traumatic experience(s). VRET allows the traumatic experience to be confronted in a way that is easily controlled and replicated in a therapeutic manner.

VRET has amassed an evidence base as an efficacious treatment for anxiety disorders. For example, VRET has been shown to be equivalent to in vivo therapy within actual airplanes for the fear of flying and resulted in greater improvements in anxiety-symptom severity than treatments with imaginal exposure alone. VRET was first adapted for the treatment of PTSD in Vietnam veterans who had not responded to other treatments. Further preliminary evidence has shown a good treatment outcome in car-accident victims, September 11 survivors, and service members who served in Iraq and Afghanistan. Case reports have indicated that there are individuals who failed to respond to traditional PE who then improve when treated with VRET. The aggregate of these preliminary studies suggests that VR-based therapy holds promise for the current generation of service members with combat-related PTSD.

In 2005, the Office of Naval Research funded projects to develop VR simulations and therapy approaches for the treatment of PTSD in service members who served in Iraq and Afghanistan. This report details the process by which VRET software and treatment protocols were developed and the results from one of these studies.

METHODS

Overview

This was an open label, treatment-development study in which a treatment protocol was initially developed and then modified as the study progressed. Participants were assessed by research assistants using a validated self-report measure for PTSD-symptom severity before and after the VRET intervention.

Treatment Location, Approval, and Therapists

The study was conducted in Southern California at Naval Medical Center San Diego (NMCSD) and Marine Corp Base Camp Pendleton (MCBCP) between 2004 and 2008. The facilities are about an hour apart by car and are covered by the same institutional review board, which approved all protocols with the review of a medical monitor. All participants gave written informed consent to take part in the study. All therapists on the project were licensed independent providers, either psychiatrists or psychologists, and were credentialed at the treating facility. All therapists (Robert N. McLay, William Deal, and Karen Perlman) underwent a 2-day training in VRET conducted by experts in the field (Barbara O. Rothbaum and JoAnn Difede), as well as training in PE. Supervision was conducted by leading VR treatment experts (JoAnn Difede and Barbara O. Rothbaum) Sessions were videotaped and reviewed with the supervisors.

Participants

Participants were active duty soldiers or marines with an existing diagnosis of chronic PTSD related to combat operations in Iraq or Afghanistan. They had to have an identifiable, traumatic event they could work on during the therapy. Initially, the study actively sought patients who were treatment resistant, defined as having failed treatment with at least 6 weeks of medication or talk-therapy intervention in the past. Over time, treatment resistance was dropped as an eligibility criterion for the study. Participants were excluded if they were actively suicidal or psychotic or had a diagnosis of substance dependence and use within 30 days. Participants

<p>| TABLE I. Demographics, Entry Scores, and Information on Treatment Received for Those Participants Who Eventually Completed Treatment (Completers), Those Who Left Treatment (Dropouts), and for the Total ITT Group |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Male (%)</th>
<th>Years of Service</th>
<th>Number of Deployments</th>
<th>PCL-M Pretreatment</th>
<th>PHQ-9 Pretreatment</th>
<th>BAI Pretreatment</th>
<th>Number of Treatment Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>60.27</td>
<td>14.36</td>
<td>21.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropouts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>23.73</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>54.35</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>18.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.00</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>97.62</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>57.45</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>19.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference Between Completers and Dropout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = *0.04</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
had to be stable on their psychiatric medication, defined as having no changes within 6 weeks of starting the protocol. Participants were instructed not to use benzodiazepines or alcohol within 12 hours of treatment sessions. Participants were asked to forgo other therapy or psychiatric medication changes during the treatment protocol but were not discontinued if this occurred. Participants were recruited by referral from their mental health providers and by fliers posted and distributed directly to service members. Participants had to be able to travel to either NMCSD or MCBCP. Participants could leave the treatment protocol at any time and could have other services provided to them free of charge through the military. Participants were considered “intent-to-treat” if they met criteria and attended at least one treatment session. Demographics for those enrolled in the study are presented in Table I.

**Participant Assessment**

Participants were screened by research assistants to determine eligibility and provide informed consent for participation, and then met with a licensed therapist to determine safety for study entry. Baseline assessment included: review of existing medical records, structured psychiatric interview (Mini-international neuropsychiatric interview), and self-report measures of symptom severity. Follow up assessments included all these measures, but demographic information and screen for comorbidity were not repeated. For an arbitrarily selected (based on when trained assessors were available) subset of participants, the clinician-administered PTSD scale (CAPS) was collected and correlated with the PTSD checklist military version (PCL-M), which was the primary outcome measure. Participants were assessed within 2 weeks before starting treatment, 1 week after completing treatment, and again 3 months after completing treatment. Assessments were conducted at military clinics, and participants were aware of the rules governing disclosure of records within the military. Participants who participated in both pretreatment and post-treatment assessments were considered completers in the study. For completers, all data used were taken from these assessments. Participants were administered the PCL-M, patient health questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), and beck anxiety inventory (BAI) at the beginning of every other therapy session after session 4. Data from these measures were used to allow the therapist to monitor progress through the treatment. For participants who left treatment before completing a post assessment, data from these intra-session evaluations were used in last-observation-carried forward (LOCF) analysis.

**Enrollment**

Seventy-two participants agreed to initial assessment. Four participants declined to give informed consent for evaluation, thus, baseline data were kept on a total of 68 participants. Eighteen participants did not meet inclusion and exclusion criteria, and were deemed ineligible for treatment, but provide baseline data. Eight participants declined to enter treatment after completing their initial assessment. This left 42 participants who entered treatment and who were counted as intent-to-treat. Information on the flow of participants through the study is given in Figure 1.

**Primary Outcome Measure**

The PCL-M was used as the primary measure of PTSD symptom severity. This is a self-report scale in which a patient rates the severity of the 17 DSM-IV symptoms of PTSD on a scale from 1 (no symptoms) to 5 (extreme problems) over the past month. Scores on the PCL-M range from 17 to 85. To meet “clinical” criteria for PTSD according to the PCL-M, a respondent must rate as moderate (3) at least one criteria B symptom, three criteria-C symptoms, and at least two criteria D symptoms corresponding with a DSM diagnosis of PTSD. A respondent is considered to meet “strict” criteria for PTSD if clinical criteria are met and total severity score is 50 or higher. Previous studies have found that the PCL-M has a high correlation with the CAPS and is an accurate reflection of PTSD symptom severity. In this study, the PCL-M and CAPS showed a correlation of 0.88 in 59 assessments (data not shown).

**Secondary Outcome Measures**

In addition to PTSD symptoms, severity of depression and anxiety were assessed at the same time as PTSD. The PHQ-9 was used as the measure of depressive symptoms. The PHQ-9 is a self-report measure asking frequency of symptoms corresponding to the nine DSM-IV symptoms for major depressive disorder over the past 2 weeks. The BAI was used as the measure of anxiety. The BAI was used to quantify anxiety symptoms. The BAI is a well-validated, self-report measure developed to assess anxiety symptoms as separate from those of depression.

**VR Apparatus**

The VR hardware and software developed for this protocol are described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, the hardware consisted of two networked computers, one rendered the virtual environment and the other allowed the therapist to control and individualize stimuli presented. In the virtual environment (virtual Iraq), one could drive a Humvee down a desert highway either alone or in a convoy or navigate through Iraq-like city scenes. Visual, auditory, tactile, and olfactory cues could be introduced via the VR simulator.

**VRET Treatment**

An initial treatment protocol was developed building upon methods previously developed by Rothbaum et al., Difede et al., and Foa et al. Participants selected their most traumatic combat incident that was the most closely related to their disabling symptoms of PTSD. In the VR environment, the therapist employed multiple sensory modalities to create the most immersive, realistic experience for the
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FIGURE 1. The entry and exit of participants through the study.

Patient. VR exposure was conducted for approximately 45 minutes per session. Following the VR exposure, the patient and therapist processed the material that emerged in the exposure. Processing involved discussing themes and stuck points such as guilt, responsibility, and safety issues in a format similar to cognitive restructuring. Participants were treated twice weekly in sessions that lasted 90 to 120 minutes each. Sessions were recorded on audio tape and given to participants to review as homework. The first session consisted of a trauma interview, psychoeducation on PTSD, and training in breathing techniques. The second session consisted of introduction to the concept of subjective units of distress, construction of in vivo hierarchy items related to the index trauma, and the patient’s first experience of imaginary exposure, where the patients verbally narrated their index trauma (without VR). In the third session, the patient was introduced to, and explored, the VR environment. The patient was encouraged to describe the feelings, thoughts, sensations, or memories emerged while being immersed in the VR environment. In the fourth session, VR and PE were combined so that the patient narrated his or her trauma while in the VR environment. In future sessions, the intensity of VR experiences was progressively increased to make the simulation more realistic. The patient continued to verbally recount the trauma experience, focusing on areas of particular stress (i.e., “hot spots”) in the trauma by session 6. For participants with multiple traumas, the therapist and patient could decide together when to move on to other traumas, always starting with the worst remaining trauma.

In early participants (n = 26, including 14 of those who completed the protocol) clinical flexibility was allowed in assigning the number of therapy sessions. The target was 10 sessions. However, participants could leave treatment early and participate in post assessment if both the participant and therapist agreed that the participant had reached clinical remission. Conversely, the number of treatment sessions could be increased up to 15 sessions if the therapist and patient felt that additional sessions would be helpful. The experience with these early participants helped to determine a fixed protocol, which called for 12 to 15 sessions over a maximum of 10 weeks. A treatment manual was written at the end of the study documenting the final treatment protocol.

Statistical Methods

Results were analyzed in two ways. A set of comparisons was made, which included only those participants for whom complete evaluations were available. Also, a second set of comparisons was made using intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis with LOCF methods. LOCF has been criticized as a method of data imputation, based on the tendency of the method to bias outcomes toward one outcome or the other when two groups are compared. As there was no comparison group, the issue of biasing outcomes was felt to be less relevant here. For ITT analysis, the last observation used could be taken either from the initial evaluation, or, for those who completed at least four sessions of treatment, from intra-session administration of the measures. Student t-tests were used to compare changes from pretreatment to post-treatment and from pretreatment to 3-month follow up. Bonferroni corrections were applied to control for the running of multiple t-tests. A corrected p value for significance was used (p = 0.05/12 tests =...
new corrected $p$ threshold of $p < 0.004$). Post-hoc comparisons were made by comparing the characteristics of those who completed treatment (as defined as having completed post-treatment assessment) and those who dropped out. Student $t$-tests, Welch correction, $\chi^2$, and Pearson correlations were used where appropriate.

RESULTS
Forty-two participants entered treatment and were counted as ITT. Of these, eight dropped out before ever experiencing the VR. Four dropped out immediately after session 3, the exploratory VR session. The remaining twelve dropouts occurred later in the course of treatment. Of 42 ITT participants, 20 patients finished treatment and participated in the post-treatment assessment (48%).

Demographics of those participants who entered treatment, dropped-out, and for the entire ITT group are given in Table I. Participants who dropped out were younger than those who completed treatment, but no other significant differences were seen between baseline scores for completers and dropouts (Table I). There was no statistically significant difference in the chance of dropping out in the first and second half of the study ($p = 0.46$), or according to which therapist treated the patient ($p = 0.87$). There was no significant correlation ($R = 0.137, p = 0.39$) between the number of participants that a therapist had previously treated using VRET and the number of sessions a subject completed before dropout.

Of the 20 participants who completed treatment, 15 (75%) no longer met diagnostic criteria for PTSD on the PCL-M at the post assessment. The same 15 participants had improved at least 50% on the PCL-M. Of the 17 participants who could be followed up at 3-month assessment, 13 (76%) no longer met criteria for PTSD on the PCL-M, and these 13 maintained at least a 50% improvement in their PCL-M score.

Changes in symptoms for those who went on to 3-month assessment, and for all ITT participants, expressed as LOCF, as assessed by the PCL-M, PHQ-9, and BAI are given in Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Of all the participants who entered the study, only one had a significant adverse event, and this was not considered study related. He was psychiatrically hospitalized after the initial assessment but before session 1.

COMPLETER ANALYSIS ($n = 20$)

PTSD Checklist Military Version
PCL-M scores were compared using separate, paired $t$-tests. For the participants ($n = 20$) who completed post-treatment assessment, average PCL-M scores (standard deviation (SD)) were $54.4$ (9.7) for pretreatment and $35.6$ (17.4) for post-treatment (effect size Cohen’s $d = 1.34$, 95%CI 0.86 to 1.81). Because a score of 17 on the PCL-M indicates no PTSD symptoms, 17 was subtracted from both the pre- and post-treatment scores in order to calculate percent improvement. Thus, participants averaged a $((54.4 - 17) - (35.6 - 17))/ (54.4 - 17) = 50.3\%$ improvement. For the participants ($n = 17$) who went on to complete a 3-month follow up evaluation,
average PCL-M scores (SD) were 53.8 (9.6) pretreatment and 28.9 (13.0) for 3-month follow-up (Cohen’s d = 2.17, 95%CI 1.51 to 2.83). There was a significant difference in PCL-M scores between pre- and post-treatment, t(19) = 5.92, p < 0.001, and between pre-treatment and 3-month follow-up, t (16) = 6.97, p < 0.001. There was not a statistically significant difference between post-treatment and 3-month follow-up, t (16) = 2.13, p = 0.048, indicating that participants maintained their post-treatment gains.

**Patient Health Questionnaire-9**

PHQ-9 scores were compared using separate, paired t-tests. For the participants (n = 20) who completed post-treatment assessment, average PHQ-9 scores (SD) were 13.3 (5.4) for pretreatment and 7.1 (6.7) for post-treatment (effect size Cohen’s d = 1.01, 95%CI 0.44 to 1.58). For the participants (n = 17) who went on to complete a 3-month follow up evaluation, average PHQ-9 scores (SD) were 12.9 (5.4) for pretreatment and 5.7 (6.1) for 3-month follow-up (Cohen’s d = 1.25, 95%CI 0.60 to 1.91). There was a significant difference in PHQ-9 scores between pre- and post-treatment (t(19) = 3.69, p = 0.002 and between pretreatment and 3-month follow-up (t(16) = 4.05, p < 0.001). There was not a statistically significant difference between post-treatment and 3-month follow-up (t(16) = 0.51, p = 0.620).

**Beck Anxiety Inventory**

BAI scores were compared using separate, paired t-tests. For the participants (n = 20) who completed post-treatment assessment, average BAI scores (SD) were 18.6 (10.7) for pretreatment and 11.9 (13.3) for post-treatment (effect size Cohen’s d = 0.56, 95%CI 0.60 to 1.91). This is a 36.0% improvement. For the participants (n = 17) who completed a 3-month follow up evaluation, average BAI scores (SD) were 18.1 (10.6) for pretreatment and 8.12 (9.0) for 3-month follow-up (Cohen’s d = 1.01, 95%CI 0.61 to 1.41). There was a significant difference in BAI scores between pre- and post-treatment (t(19) = 3.67, p = 0.003) and between pretreatment and 3-month follow-up (t(16) = 5.36, p < 0.001). There was not a statistically significant difference between post-treatment and 3-month follow-up (t(16) = 1.63, p = 0.123).

**INTENT TO TREAT ANALYSIS (n = 42)**

**PTSD Checklist Military Version**

PCL-M scores were compared using a separate, paired t-test. PCL-M scores (SD) were 57.5 (10.6) for pretreatment and 44.7 (17.3) for post-treatment. There was a significant difference in PCL-M scores between pre- and post-treatment (t(41) = 5.92, p < 0.001). Of the 42 patients in the ITT analysis, 20 (47%) had shown a PCL-M score that was at least 30% lower than at baseline, and 19 (45%) did not meet criteria for PTSD on the PCL-M at the last observation.

**Patient Health Questionnaire-9**

PHQ-9 scores were compared using a separate, paired t-test. PHQ-9 scores (SD) were 13.9 (5.3) for pretreatment and 10.1 (6.5) for post-treatment. There was a significant difference in PHQ-9 scores between pre- and post-treatment (t(41) = 3.99, p < 0.001). Excluding subjects where changes for both depression and PTSD were assumed to be zero because of LOCF, changes on the PHQ-9 were positively correlated with the changes on the PCL-M, with R = 0.694.

**DISCUSSION**

This study provided a first step in the development of treatment protocols for active duty military personnel diagnosed with combat-related PTSD. Previously, all aspects of the protocol, from recruitment to the treatment itself, were untested in this population and context. The project shows that it is possible to recruit research participants from among previously deployed active duty military personnel diagnosed with PTSD and suggests the relevance of the VRET treatment to this population. It joins a handful of studies to have published treatment results in active duty patients with PTSD related to service in Iraq or Afghanistan.

Our results provide preliminary evidence for the effectiveness of VRET for active duty service members diagnosed with PTSD. As many of the participants had failed previous treatments or had comorbid TBI, little, spontaneous improvement would have been expected. Participants showed significant improvements in their PTSD severity scores over the course of treatment (Figure 2). These improvements were maintained 3 months after treatment. Similarly, significant reductions were seen in depression (Figure 3) and anxiety (Figure 4), with changes in both being highly correlated to the changes in PTSD. In this study, 75% of those completing VRET treatment had greater than 50% reduction on the PCL-M and no longer met DSM-IV criteria for PTSD. That is, for the majority of subjects, the results were impressive, but the remaining 25% saw little to no change.

By design, this study was not randomized and did not include a control group; so, it is impossible to say if the VRET resulted in greater improvement than other forms of treatment. However, compared to other published results, the improvements seen here were impressive. A 2005 meta-analysis of PTSD treatments concluded that active treatment for PTSD averages a 54% response rate in those who...
complete treatment (95% CI 47.3 to 61.13%), compared to 12.43% (95% CI, −0.12 to 24.97%) of those in wait-list controls. Clinically significant response is defined differently in different studies. However, a greater than 30% improvement in symptoms was generally considered clinically meaningful. Thus, the response rate seen here in those who completed treatment (75%) was above the 95% confidence interval for most effective treatments.

We were pleased to see that depression and general anxiety symptoms also improved along with PTSD. Similarly to PTSD symptoms, the improvement was maintained even after the active phase of treatment was complete. This observation supports earlier findings that exposure therapies may result in an overall change in cognitive processing and thus allow more wide spread improvements across multiple domains.

Although the VRET resulted in greater symptom improvement than has been commonly reported in most studies of PTSD, dropout rate was high. Over half of participants left treatment before completing a post-treatment assessment. The typical rate of dropout for PTSD treatment is generally closer to 25%. The only study, of which we are aware, that published dropout rates in active duty members reported a 30% dropout rate, and trials of an alternate method for treating PTSD using VR that was conducted at the same time as this trial had overall dropout rates of 33%.

It is unclear why there was such a high dropout rate here. Those who dropped out of treatment were younger than those who completed, but no other demographic factor was significantly different between dropouts and completers. Likewise, no significant effect on dropout was seen for symptom severity, therapist experience, or in comparing the first half versus second half of patients enrolled in the study. We were unable to obtain detailed information from the participants who left the study. We did discover that some participants who dropped had physically left the Southern California area, but we did not have access to detailed statistics on how often this occurred. Service members often move, deploy, or have other commitments that could limit their abilities to come in for regular appointments. Also, service members have other treatment options and so may have elected for other treatments that were more convenient or preferable. We are unaware of any adverse events related to dropout.

The importance of the high dropout rate seen here should not be minimized. It is important to note, however, that clinical measures taken during treatment in participants who dropped out were not worsening (Table II). ITT analyses indicated that the effect of VRET treatment was significant even when using the LOCF method. This method assumes that any individual who drops out early will show no additional improvement beyond the point of their previous assessment. This method is sometimes criticized in PTSD research because, in a disorder in which spontaneous improvement may occur, LOCF will make any treatment that discourages dropout appear superior to the control condition. In this study, however, LOCF is a conservative assumption. Complex imputation models might have predicted that some of the patients who dropped out would actually have continued to improve. It was felt, however, that given the small amount of data and the high dropout rate seen here, that such a model could not be properly constructed. In this case, the assumption that patients who dropped out simply stopped improving was felt to be more conservative.

Given this assumption, at least a 47% of participants who entered VRET showed a clinically significant (30% or greater) improvement on the PCL-M. Meta-analysis of ITT analysis for response rates in PTSD indicates that 44% of patients who enter active treatments for PTSD improve (95% CI 37-51%). Thus, taking into account the dropout rate, the response rate observed here would be fairly typical for active treatments of PTSD.

Overall, the high improvement rates and the absence of negative events associated with the treatment all indicate that VRET is a safe and effective treatment for PTSD in service members diagnosed with PTSD related to deployment in Iraq or Afghanistan. Several important questions still remain and will need further investigation. Probably the most important of these is the need to determine if VRET is superior to other treatments that were more convenient or preferable. We are unaware of any adverse events related to dropout.

The importance of the high dropout rate seen here should not be minimized. It is important to note, however, that clinical measures taken during treatment in participants who dropped out were not worsening (Table II). ITT analyses indicated that the effect of VRET treatment was significant even when using the LOCF method. This method assumes that any individual who drops out early will show no additional improvement beyond the point of their previous assessment. This method is sometimes criticized in PTSD research because, in a disorder in which spontaneous improvement may occur, LOCF will make any treatment that discourages dropout appear superior to the control condition. In this study, however, LOCF is a conservative assumption. Complex imputation models might have predicted that some of the patients who dropped out would actually have continued to improve. It was felt, however, that given the small amount of data and the high dropout rate seen here, that such a model could not be properly constructed. In this case, the assumption that patients who dropped out simply stopped improving was felt to be more conservative.

Given this assumption, at least a 47% of participants who entered VRET showed a clinically significant (30% or greater) improvement on the PCL-M. Meta-analysis of ITT analysis for response rates in PTSD indicates that 44% of patients who enter active treatments for PTSD improve (95% CI 37-51%). Thus, taking into account the dropout rate, the response rate observed here would be fairly typical for active treatments of PTSD.

Overall, the high improvement rates and the absence of negative events associated with the treatment all indicate that VRET is a safe and effective treatment for PTSD in service members diagnosed with PTSD related to deployment in Iraq or Afghanistan. Several important questions still remain and will need further investigation. Probably the most important of these is the need to determine if VRET is superior to other

| TABLE II. Scores on the PCL-M, PHQ-9, and BAI from all Available Data in ITT Participants |
|---------------------------------------------|--------|-----|--------|---------|--------|
| Pretreatment | 42 | 57.45 | 10.60 | 33 | 81 |
| Post-treatment | 20 | 35.55 | 17.39 | 18 | 79 |
| 3-month follow up | 17 | 28.94 | 13.02 | 18 | 56 |
| Clinical Observation in Dropouts | 10 | 49.60 | 13.48 | 32 | 68 |
| Pretreatment | 42 | 13.86 | 5.31 | 4 | 26 |
| Post-treatment | 20 | 7.15 | 6.71 | 1 | 21 |
| 3-month follow up | 17 | 5.71 | 6.08 | 0 | 20 |
| Clinical Observation in Dropouts | 10 | 11.20 | 5.14 | 4 | 19 |
| Pretreatment | 42 | 19.88 | 10.20 | 4 | 45 |
| Post-treatment | 20 | 11.85 | 13.31 | 0 | 46 |
| 3-month follow up | 17 | 8.12 | 8.98 | 1 | 30 |
| Clinical Observation in Dropouts | 10 | 17.00 | 9.36 | 3 | 31 |

Data were gathered initially on 42 ITT participants. Twenty of these completed treatment and provided data at post assessment. Seventeen went on to complete a 3-month follow up. No additional data was available for 12 of the dropout participants. However, 10 of the participants who dropped out had competed the PCL-M, PHQ-9, and BAI within clinical sessions. These data (clinical observation in dropouts) were used to provide LOCF data in the ITT analysis.
existing treatments, particularly PE therapy. Also, VRET is not the only VR-based approach to PTSD treatment that has been developed. Alternative methods based on physiologic monitoring and skill development in VR have been used for the treatment of PTSD. It will be necessary to examine factors that predict who might benefit most from VRE, what is the cost-effectiveness of VRE, and what aspect (if any) in the VR enhances results. This may extend beyond just the overall efficacy of the treatment and may include the desirability of the treatment, and the overall effectiveness of therapy in the context of stigma and potential dropout. The VR might also help serve not just as a treatment, but, if properly developed, as a means of assessing who is ready to return to active duty. In short, there is more work to be done, but these initial findings suggest that VRET is a promising avenue for treatment in active duty Operation Iraqi Freedom service members with PTSD.
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